
Untersetzer aus Holzkugeln
Instructions No. 1882
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

Coaster in a different way - create your own sustainable ones from Coaster trendy Wooden balls. colours or neutral, these
are Coaster definitely an eye-catcher! Or make practical towel holders.

This is how they are Coaster made:

Beside these you only Wooden balls need some silver wire and handicraft
colours in your desired shades. With the color you can individualize them
according Coaster to your ideas. Note: For one Coaster you need Wooden
balls28.

Paint Coaster one Wooden ball with Handicraft paint and let the whole thing
dry. Then cut off approx. 2.10 from m of silver wire and thread the first one
on so Wooden ball that it is in the middle of the wire 

Now proceed with the threading as shown on the pattern. The red and blue
lines represent one side of the wire each. Once you have reached the bottom,
wrap the wire several times around the pulled through wire on both sides to
fix everything. In this way you can wrap as many Coaster manufacture.

They Coaster 're also a great gift idea. Perfect for moving in or just as a small
present.

Another idea from Wooden balls are these stylish towel holders.

First paint 13 of the 15 Wooden balls with Handicraft paint. Cut off approx.
80 cm of from wire and lay it twice, from the Cotton cord you need a piece of
approx. 50 cm length. If you want to make a larger or smaller scarf holder,
adjust the length of the wire and the length of the scarf holder accordingly
Cotton cord . Pull all the balls onto the wire, at the beginning and at the end
the natural balls are pulled up. Thread the Cotton cord wire only through the
coloured balls so that the ends of the balls Cord left and right come out of
the unpainted balls. Form a circle from the ball string, pull the wire ends
through the unpainted balls and fix the ends between a natural and a painted
Wooden ball. one.

Now place the two ends of theCotton cordcrosswise on the table. For the suspension you need another piece Cotton cord which should be approx. 60 cm long.
Finally, use the technique tMacraméo tie the suspension. You can use the free knotting instructions to help you.

Article number Article name Qty
11928 VBS Wooden balls half drilled "Ø 15 mm"50 pieces 1
670005 Silver wire 0.3 mm, 150 m 1

Article information:



650687-60 Cotton cordBrown 1
601597 Winding wire 1
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